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Abstract
Refractory diabetes, characterized by poor glycaemic
control despite adequate treatment, is an important
entity. In this condition, even the best therapeutic
regimes tailored for rapid symptomatic relief and
attainment of glycaemic goals may not work. The need is
to revive the clinical angle of endocrinology, including a
detailed history, thorough examination, judicious use of
investigations and patient specific management plan,
along with quality control by self and peer assessment
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Introduction
Modern advances in diabetes screening, diagnosis ,
treatment and monitoring should, logically, have
improved glycaemic control significantly .While such
change have taken place , there continue to remain a
large number of people living with sub optimally
controlled diabetes .In many cases, this may be attributed
to lack of diagnosis, lack of treatment, or inadequate
management strategies.1 Clinical inertia, leading to
delayed insulin initiation and intensification, is a common
cause of poor control.

Refractory Diabetes
There do exist patients, however, who experience poor
control in spite of supposedly 'adequate 'treatment. This
clinical situation is termed as refractory diabetes.2 Defined
as "resisting ordinary methods of treatment", refractory
diabetes is thought to be more frequent in the specialist
practice than in primary care clinics. While this may be
because of the inherent quality of health care system,
where complicated cases are referred to specialists, other
factors may be at play.

Primary Vs Specialist Care
The primary care physician tends to approach the patient
in a "longitudinal" manner, knowing that there will be
multiple, frequent patient -provider contact over an

extended, [perhaps] Infinite period of time.3 This allows
the primary health care provider to craft a person
centered diabetes management strategy, effect mid
course corrections as needed, and improvise (improve) as
required. This style of working is concordant with the
chronic care model, and facilitates better medical
outcomes.

The specialist physician, on the other hand, may not have
the luxury of frequent contact with the patient. A "cross-
sectional" attitude therefore comes into play, which
encourages the prescription of a relatively more 'drug-
dense' or medication-rich therapeutic regime, hoping to
achieve immediate symptom relief and target attainment.
While a target oriented management plan is laudable, the
law of average states that such a plan will not always hit
the goalpost. Such strategies may explain the high
prevalence of refractory diabetes in specialist centers.4

Another reason, highlighted in earlier publications, is the
lack of emphasis laid on 'diabetes therapy by the ear'.5,6
Suboptimal communication may lead to incomplete
history taking and assessment of the diabetes condition.
This is turn, may inform inappropriate investigative and
therapeutic choices, which may prevent achievement of
desired outcomes.

Endocrinology: Our Strengths
Endocrinology has grown commendably in recent years,
and has emerged as a distinct medical specialty in its own
right. Advances in biochemistry, physiology, pathology
and pharmacology continue to fuel its growth, and
improve the quality of endocrine care provider to
patients. Patient satisfaction, however, is far from optimal.

As a specialty, we need to introspect, to focus on the
obvious.7 We need to revive the "clinical "angle of clinical
endocrinology , laying focus on exhaustive, empathic
history taking , and complete , comfortable physical
examination, as essential diagnostic and follow up tools.8
There tools are as important, if not more, than
biochemical parameters such as glycated haemoglobin
and lipid profiles.

The clinical tools we use are as quality conscious as their
biochemical peers. There is wide intra individual and inter
individual and delivery, and this may impact the accuracy
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and validity of their results. To ensure accurate history and
examination, therefore, communication and other soft
skills must be internalized by endocrinologists and
diabetologists.9 This will help reduce variation in diabetes
care delivery, fast as emphasis in coefficients of variation
is necessary in endocrine laboratories. Self- and peer
assessment should be conducted, similar to internal
quality controls instituted in laboratories.

All these activities: use of soft skills, delivery of clinical
examination, interpretation of results obtained, self and
peer assessment, should be an ongoing process,
internalized in good clinical / bed side manner. Thus,
these processes appear similar to other tools used by
physicians, such as biochemical, hormonal and imaging
modalities, to help diagnose and manage diabetes.

Summary
A concerted focus on objectively improving good clinical
sense, in diabetology (practicing diabetes by the ear)
should certainly help reduce the prevalence of refractory
diabetes, and improve outcomes of this syndrome.
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